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PARTICIPATIVE MOM IN A THEOLOGICAL ORGIBIzAmOH

The literature on partkipallve management suggests t hat the involvement of

members is critical to organizational health and survival Kikert, 1967; Lowin,

1908). Responsible leadership of complex organizations reacts to rapidly

changing conditions by drawing on the knowledge and motivation of its employees

(Kanter, 1983e; Peters Waterman, 1981). Those who favor partkipalive

management argue that it will result in adaptability and higher performence; thia

reasoning is frequently bolstered by the assumption that partielpativeroanagement

is an ethical Imperative (Sashkin, 1084).

Those who study pertleipative management have tended to focus on large,

Industrial organizations; however, Meister (1985) argues that participatory

approaches have value for smaller flrms which may be service oriented or

profesional. The question or how far participatory management may be extended

with good results is Intriguing and under-investlgated.

The present study describes increasing employee participation in a syslatO

where many readers would not expect to find It; a Roman Catholic seminary. It

uses an analysis of management style to display a profile or recent ehanges in

seminary management which are net unlike those of secular organizations. The

condltions which precedo these changes and their implications are discussed;

While it may be unusual to imagine participatory practices in a theological

climate, every organization is intrinsically hierarchicab differences are in

degree, and net In kind. Findings about the benefits and limitations of

participatory management Isa seemingly authoritarian structure should also offer

Insights to researcher§ and praelltioners who are interested In secular ergonirations

with a conservative tradition. Hopefully, the study will be not only an

Interesting paradox, but a ehance to learn about the generic problems managers

face la altering eommunleation patterns for the purpose or Increasing lavelvement.

PartielpatmlianaTement and Communication

It Is claimed that the essence of managerial effectiveness is sneeesainlly

Influencing members to accept organizational goals as their own (Cock & French,

1948; Vroom i Yellen, 1977). individuals who participate in goal setting are

less likely to hold rigidly to a diverse lot of personal goals, and are more likely

to transact with others a set of commonly held goals (Iewin, 195i). To the extent

then groap goals are congruent with organizational mission, the group Neon

an agent In its success. In addition, re ;card exmalaIng the effects or

participation on goal setting finds that employees are likely to set higher goals

ror themselves then mangers would have, usually accept and commit to them more

genuinely, and tend to be more satisfied with their work environment (Bandon,

1977; Erez, Earley 1 gulls; 1995),

The case for partkipative management applies to making specific work

related decisions as well as to setting general goals, Involvement of organivational

members In decisions works partly because of haste psychological needs, partly

because of information distribution. Argyris (1957), in his landmark study,

Personalltr2/1 MiLdratIons, pointed out that the structure of many Jobs nod

organizations frustrates a normal adult's need for aothority filature employees,

given insuffIdent control over their own behavior, exist la ea unhealthy

organization. Hackman and Oldham (IOW added the importance of managerial



work, especially task completion, to the bogie human needs n successful organization

must flit.

Finolly, Katz and Kahn 0978) erwlsloned a needs model including not only

authority and meaning, but also Inteepersonal contact. While It Is clear to

communicator scholars that both control and tank completion would be negotiated

between managers and employees, the desire to relate to ot hos In the work place

Is clearly a ccommication phenomenon. When employees part icipate in groups, the

method itself becomes the ground for satisfying human needs for Interpersonal

contact (isenhart, 1983).

Informatioo distribution la also offered aa a rationale for participatory

managementi this is another communication concern. No one leader is sufficiently

wise to make complex decisions alone, While managers may use employees In either

a consultative or delegative manner; they need the knowledge of those who work

mostly directly with variables involved In the decision (Denison, 1995; Richardson,

1985). Employees will participate willingly when set a standard for information

exchange which is open and nondefensIve; they will continue to contribute Ideas

as long as they can see a relationship between their suggestions end subsequen'.

management decisions.

Despite the cognitive and motivational Elva ntagesof participtiverearmgement,

this approach is not guaranteed. A number of researchersmake the point that not

all participative management Is successful; some attempts may even result In

worse decialons than a manager might have made acting atone (Hinkley, 1985;

Locke a Schweizer, Sashkin (19851 notes several contingency factors that

affect ParUcifinliva Illnilegornenb psychological contingencies Such as member
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l entingeneks suCh as the degue of intereependoecy

ee. ironmentol ones, such as rapid changes in technology.

seV,Hei have Investigated vnrlables related to the success of

awioge14it. hp and From 11982) find that men are less likely

than wome i e'doN h decision making from a participative stance. Richardson

15) omnclenb 941t the greatest barriers to success are lack of commitment from

aanw ant sod the way in which participation is inteodoced. Schuster a

.091 .00k it the opposite end of the leadership cha in and predict that

ye@ ioolvement will be stalemated wherever supervisors ore held to the

As;i performance measures, because In order to meet production levels,

they ft,q1 that they cannot sacrifice power, to employees. None of these cautionary

\\lies argues against the principle of paeticipatory martagement; each one seeks

to explore the contingencies which are associated wan success or !Allure, In

order for the principle to be effatively Implemented.

RearchQoestIons

Given this understanding of parlicipativemaftagement, what style of ennagemeet

mlii be found in a theological institution?

Will the usual investigative categories (goei setting, dedsion meking,

etc.) yield a profile which Is internally consistent?

If some of the celegories are not consistent, how might this he explaine?

Will the usual relationships between participation and selisfaelion prevail

here?

What are implications For participative management in secular ergo nivntions?

4



BEkireo ad on 1 he.: Seminia

Some eeitnents 011 both external and Internal events which preceded a more

participative style at the seminary ( hereafier referred to as St, Tobias) should

be helpful. Generally, Mateo churches ere moving away frma A 3ingle leader

model, to more consultative and participative modr!I p. lea). in

addition to thia national trend, a thrust toward ehared leadership In the lloman

Cotholle Church began in the 1901Ys, The Second Vatiean Condi (Vatican WI

the gatherlog of Roman Whelk church leaders, set the stage (oem Involvement

of lay people In ministry, Church leaders detreed that the laity were to beeeme

Involved in liturgy, education, end counseling. AS a training institution,

St. Tobtan opened its graduate programs to adults who wished to take leadership

in these areos.

The new _tudent population Introduced diversity conceptually and demo-

graphkally. In the late 70a, the students were 1001 young male seminarians,

studying for Madera in Divinity; today's group IS composed of half seminarians

and half lay students. The latter Include people from a variety of work settings,

Two-thirds are women and three-quarters are affiliated with denominations other

than ROillah Cdholic. Seminarians live dormitory style, on campus, thereby

reinforcing their similarities and explaining the label which attached to the

secular group; "commuter St udent0 A smaller percentage of the faculty are lay

people and/or imn-Catholk. The diversity In work force which characterizesmany

organIzattens aver the past decade is represented here significantly, Kanter

(191b, Pi 21) writes that organizational change is ", . a series of emerging

constructins of reality, including revislons or the past, to correspond to the

requisites of new players and new demands,* The MAO demands of Vatican II and

the new players In the student body assure that revisions musi be made to Insure

organizational health and survival.

Not only do these secular students bring diversity of experience with less

authoritarian management style, but a number of them have concerns about

leadership Issues decided by Church 1.: Tarchy, in particular, the Vatican's stand

against women's ordinetion Is a source of irritation and grief for a number of

Catholic lay and Episcopalian women religious. Anglican students resent the

Vatican's prohibition which keeps them from perticleating In communion, since

their church Is less exclusive toward Roman Catholics. These larger issues color

relationehips between men end women, Catholics and Episcopellans, es they

Interact In the seminary, Aa Likert 11929, p, 1) suggests, Institutions cannot

deal Seeeentally with the demands assoelaled with complex membership relylog on

tradltional organientionel methods! The conflicting demands of subgroups in A

diverse community are best addressed by leadership which is willing to champion

supportive behavior, integrative galls, de-emphnsind sttus, and the use or

consensus.

Other external events have hod a bearing on urgent/idiom! leadership.

Two years ago a merger with a scalier seminary precIplinted management cheeps,

A new RecloriPresident was Installed who sought to bring a blend of family end

professional slyles loSt. Tobias. While Amerienn seminaries are guided by Rome,

the guidelines are more concereed with preserving correct dogma than M dictating

organizational communIcatIon. The new leader hoe used this latitude to develop

the Institutlee in ways which would allow it lo embrece the training or ley

people, as well as continue its instItutionel mission or preparing priesthood



candidates for ordloatIon. The need to Innovate drives thologleal as well us

secular organizations!

method

The analysis of management style employed in this study was developed at the

Institute (or Social Research at the University of Michigan by Rensis Likert

(1967). It enables the researcher to categorize management style into one

of four categories, or "systems," it has been widely used and is especially

useful to communication scholars sinee the schen deal with concepts critical to

human communication: leadership, control, decision making, etc.). Since the

underlying assumption Is that effective management must elicit participation,

through communicatioo, It seemed an appropriate choice for this study.

The four systemsinto which management style may be categorized range from

highly directive to participatory (see Table I). System 1 resembles Theory X

(McGregor, 1967) in that communication Is primarily downward, most decisions are

made et the top, and there is little trust between management and employees.

System 2 managers have some trust of employees, but decisions are still reserved

for top levels, and most of the Information flows downward. In contrast,

commuaication flows both up and down In System 3. While broad poilcIes are made

at the top, many specific decisions are delegated to lower levels of the

organization, and substantial trust prevails between manager and employee.

System 4 embodies a Theory Y (McGregor, 1967) communication climate. Trust

between levels Is complete, decision making Is pervasive, and information flows

In all directions.

The schema of illkert's systems is leadership, motivatioa, communication,

decisions, goals, and control (see Table 2). FAch of these orgsnizational

variables (numbered) Is assessed by'responding to several probes (lower case

letters). Responses to these probes are plotted across a scale which allows the

researcher to choose among roar possible conditions for dosest tit; in order

to determine a system stale. For instance, if the response to the derision

probe, "At what level are declalons made?" Is "At the lop," the respondent plots

this point under the System I column. The position or all plots should yield a

profile of msnagement style, with regard to participation.

The data Web are analyzed by Likert's taxonomy are management hehaviora

observed to have relevance to participation. The observations were wide hy a

communication specialist Assuagement consultant who has been a participant observer

In the organization for t years. Since the observer is not Catholic, these

data were confirmed and refined by a Catholic consultant in organizations]

development who is conducting a study of leadership In Americsn seminaries. This

consultant Is not affiliated with the seminary but evaluated it as one or the

subjects of his study.

Results

LeadershiE

The first organizational variable which Likert eonsiders is lendership (see

Table 2): In order to determine which system best describes an orgaolzation, lie

asks the following questions;

"Ilow much confidence and trost Is shown in subordinates?"

"How free are they to taik 10 superiors shoot job?"



'Ilew often are subordinates' Ideas sought and used constructively?'

Leadership in higher education may be construed from the wsys in which a

hetorPresIdent uses his faculty and administrative CONCH& In most Merlon

solitudes% these hates ere couseltative to the Rector/President, whose

decisions are stippesedly Informed, hut not determined by their deliberations

(Nygren, 1985). A common compidnt of this system is that the Rector/President

may show little confidence in subordinate? abilities to contribute meaningful

Inpet% in addition, St. Tobias shared with secular universities the procedures

which structure faculty meetings into wintiose confrontations. Too large for

effective problem solving, the faculty council tended to vele "no on most

Innovative recommendations, and to feel little responsibility For implementation

when it voted "yes" (Liken, p. 245).

While this profile or past leadership clearly Fits System 2, it should be

noted that freedom to talk to superiors NS best characterized by system 3. While

some members might censor themselves for personal reams, cwien membership Ina

priestly order offsets the usual apprehension about losing one's Jobor chances

for advancement in secular organizatIons. Administrators and council members,

especially the priests, appear to feel quite Free about registering their

opinions with the Rector. This relationship between faculty/administratorsand

Rector hos changed only slightly since the new executive assumed control.

There is evidence of increasing participation in the conutrIleilVe use or

others' ideas: The current Rector and Dean have restructured the work (low

+lhrough faculty council In an effort to gather Ideas In a more constructive

mnnner. Instead of lengthy Faculty council debates, followed by votes whkh only

occasionally influenced the Rector's decisions, a committee system hus been

estoblished. Committees of five address the areas of greatest relevance to

focultyt executive, library, faculty concerns, currienium, and formation

(spiritual formation for ministers), Those groups study issues, generate

proposals, and muke recommendst ions through t ne faculty council to the Rector. If

past results are replicated, we may expect the twenty mambo's of these committees

(approximately half the faculty), to have higher commitment end motivation for

impkmenting their decisions (Cartwright and Under; IBC This apprunch, while

still in the initial stages, promises to be a more proactive, involving npproach

to leadership. Clearly, this approach would net be instituted inks management

felt a subsiontial amount of trust in subordinotes, and they felt guile free to

contribute. The current leadership situation qualifies as a System 11

Mottvation

In order to asSes8 motivation, Likert asks (see Table 2)t

'Is predominant use made of fear, threats, punishment, rewards, or

Involvement?"

"Where is responsibility felt fur achieving organizational gods?"

"Ilow much cooperation end teamwork exist?"

Is this category, the organizational dynamics of the sethinary ore more similar to

non-profit find volunteer organizations Pm they are to the for-profit corporation%

That Is, while several lay faculty members depend en their salaries form liviog,

the bulk of the "subordinates, are priests who have mode a vocatimi chalet]

which excludes financial rewards, and students whose roma ere nonloonotnry. A$

at most universities, faulty Works are largely dclermincd by seniority end

only somewhat affected by performanee. Given this romal frem cnrjrate oriabo -

10



tined rewards and punishments, motivation Is more Internally driven and less

subject ID orgnaiza t loud pressures. Rewards lend to be nil or nothing rewnrds

e faculty inemberls contrnet is either renewed or it isn't. And, min/dim tend

to be more personalized than they Mgh '. be at for-profit organizations. Thal is,

recognition from highly valued collenues Is felt to be rewardiagl being excluded

from eolleagunsh lp Is more punishing because other rewords ere absent. In these

circumstances, the importenee of involvement becomes ermticnll community

bnilding/teranwork building Is an essential component of keeping subordinetes

motivated.

In the past, the need for community buildingltumwork In sernineries was

often cited but seldom observed. At, SI. Tobles,the need was heightened when the

deinographie nod coneeptuni divisions of the stodent population resulted, rather

suddenly, 10 a diverse body whose Intermit differences threatened to bolkanize

the community, The past Rector's reliance one few trusted members to advise him

may Niue contributed to the sense if frustration expressed by many. In Likert's

innguage, faculty end students felt removed from responsibilRy and more

conscious of divisions than of commonelltles. Fear And threats were experienced

by priesthood students, especially et the times of their annul evolutions, when

continued eligibility is appraised.

The new Rector began hls term of office with a fecultylstaff meeting

which dimly signaled his Intent to motivate through involvement. The restructuring

of faculty council, described above, has offered iricent Ives for members who hed

relt divorced from responsibility to he more active in the smeller working

committees. One of these committees, faculty concerns, hos scheduled im series of

faculty speakers who will bring various polnls of view to the concept or

11

ndrigogyi t his plan represents recugnit ion t hat the changed :!tinhmt hotly needs

to be taught differently, and an cmpluisis tin sharing insights within the

community, rather than calling in experts. These intermit nrifessrul development

workshops ore intended to motivate instruetors t hrough nppenl to colleruship

ed socializing which will tallow each presentation.

Stndent government has doubled the wither of sochl ccliv Rieg AO include

committer students. Student evaluntions have been restructured te me gore

coliehontive; the substance or the session will he the self-evaluation written

by the student himself. Ile, instend of the Den n, will now name lo his evaluation

COMMittee the feculty members he feels would be most helpfill to his self-growth.

Copies of final evolution reports are no longer kept from students. AII of

these changes define en organization which is System 3 on tho Mint scale.

Communlegico

Likert uses the tom "monmunication" to AWNS the direction at information

flow in an organization, and the effectiveness with which IRMO/ are received

(see Toble 2). The specific probes orm

"What is the usual direction of information fine

"How is downward communication accepted?"

"Ilow acearate is upwerd communication?"

"How well do superiors know prehls raed by solmedinetes

In this area, the owl System 2 to SysteM 3 till tisk ion is more imply& As

mentioned earlier, the filet that most administrators nod !Acidly belong to the

&me priestly order ,nd reside together results in c !urger volume or worm ion

exchange him wouid take place in a typical grilduatc instil id ion. Cowman

12



religious affilhtion probably occounts for more latitude, is well in communicating

items roles. The fact that two men mu y be Dean and novice instructor and thus

he expected to relate difkrentally is somewhat balanced by the fact that they

are eoncelebronts at Naas and that, in terms or core Identity (membership in the

priestly order), they are equal& Their order's policy of rotating members lo

various positions In different seminaries is undoubtedly a factor in diminishing

the importance of role limitations on organivition communication. Therefore,

were one to plot only the priest faculty, administrators and seminarians, the

"communintion" variable hos fallen and would continue to rail into Systems 2.

/is the student population diversified, information sharing tends to take

plan within subgroups; currently there Is less institution-wide member involvement.

The life styles of commuter students are not well understood by those in the

religious order. Many of the priests rind the students, especintly the women

students, abrusive and hard to get along with. Certain commuter student

requests, when brought to administrative council, elicited the response,

"The church has never been, will never he, ii democracy." In tern, the commuter

students find some of the priests dictatorial and accept their comments with

suspicion or downright rejection. With some justification, they senSe that their

viewpoints are ntd understood at the top; even administrators and faculty, who

feel sympathetic are unlikely to know the problems they face. The growing

diversity of population has resulted in slippage (rom a System 3 to a System 2

profile.

Decisions

Given the centrality a participation in bikerl's coneepordi Ilion,

not surprising that "decisions" are part of his schema (see Table 2), Ile tests for

involvement by asking:

"At what level are decisions made?"

"Are subordinates involved in decisioos related to their ow"

"Ilhni does tbe decision making process contribute to motivation?"

Responses to these probes return the organimtioan I pattern to a System Z to 3

shift. The administratioo hns abandoned a very centrulizrd decision posture by

shifting more responsibility to small groups of facaltvl students have inore

input loto imporbint decisions, A Roard of Trustees, composed of both clerics

from outside the seminary nod laity, Will also share le deeisionS at a poliey

making level.

The question of whether this expanded involvement is contributing to

motivntion is premature. Certainly, it is hoped that eninmed 'activation will

follow t he additimal delegation of decision making. !Never, changing the level

or decision Making nod the degree to involvement dues not eluinge the fuel that

all groups are ultimately consollative to !he Rector. Pronbly, the motivational

power of these changes will depend to a great extent on his acceptance of

student, facalty and administrative input. If he ignores recommendations or is

not careful to explain and Interpret v4;cn lie decides against them, the process

could easily backfire, The decision process appears li) be movbig toward System 3,

but, repealed rejection of member advice could send it hulling hack toward

System I.

13 11
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Goals

Likert tests on organizntion's commitment to int:lament by risking (see

Table 2)1

"Ilow ure organizational goals esrohl ished?"

glow much covert resistunce to goals is present?"

The response to the first question suggests the familiar shift from System 2 to

System 3. Previously; management determined goals in coolunetIon withuboard of

five clerics, following the Approval of regional directors from the order.

Contriba lions from the general seminnry membership were nettle broadly tor openly

solicited. The description listed under systems, "After discussion, by orders,"

appears to describe the consultative style which predominates to4 While thenew

boord of Trustees is charged with detemining institutional Ws, (here is it

growing MMUS a the !teed for groups of different levels to influence their

specific pots.

The seine shift from System 2 to 3 is not observable in terms of covert

resistance. As with the communication variable, the Increasingly diverse studen'

body hos introdoced strains which are pressuring the organirMion back trona "3"

to a HZ," A number of examples of covert resistance might be elaboratedl most of

them roily be described VS minor annoyanees, but several constitute highly visible

and negative ructions of one subgroup te another. Under the entegory of "minor

annoyances" goes the repented locking of the door to the Indies lounge, presumably

by those who Intend to hnrass women students end faculty. Under the bending of

"visible and negntive" go plans for a demonstration outside of the Chris(mns

services by Protestant student not nllowed to take communion. Misunderstandings

15

between minus subgroups :woe first s covert, ood subsequently AR over(

resisto nee.

Control

Questions nboot control unpick the sehcmo. Likert osks (see fable 2):

"Ilow concentroted ore review And control functions?"

"Is there an informal organization resisting the formal one?"

"What ore east, productivity nod other control dub, used for?"

The shift from System 2 la 3 is exemplified hy studying faculty evolunt loos nod

requests for mibbaticals. In the pnst, these :rattlers were negotilted between

Individuu I 11101114 nnd the Deo n. Nulty enunci I voted appravol, bot the

Rector's decision wits final. Ito or why he come to his conclimions were matters

for general spoenthtlan.

Today, evoluntIons and requests have been re-eeneeived us the respansibility

of the (aculty concerns committee. This group hos designed o uniform evaluation

Instrument; to be used In on annul rev iew proAss. Tlw !:voltrition doh ne

student evaluations, reeords o( scholerly and professional octivities, mud

Institut lofml needs. This process hos been cot hustisticully greeted by bieuity led

staff but it is too recent ehange to assess fully. If it is implemented Is

designed, +Ind IF the Reetor does not overturn committee reciumnenditions often or

without renson, System 3 should be on oppropriote choracterizot ion or centre) nt

st. Miss.

The assessment of the presence or nn inform) urgmfle:mtinn resisting the

formal ene must be similarly tentAtive. While it is possible to point to evinipbs

or informal resistance to the post (disgruntled Nulty reacting to themerger in

IE



themlas configuration), such comments nre heard less frequently. Hostilities

seem to have cooled over the summer vacatiorycembers spoke this year of getting

off lo n esh strirt; however, the temptation to retire to Willer subgronps

and comfortable, likeq.deded people constantly leaves the Institution open to the

possibility of informill resistance. Again, the response on the Wert plot is

under System 3, but with the realization that conclusions here are mere suggestive

than fLF

Discussion

St. Tobias, responding to the "new pluyers ar,d new demands" cited by

Ituter 119810, has shifted to a manngemeni style wbicti allows students, faculty

and trudecs inure input into manngement of the institution. A newliector anda hew

Dean have Instituted n series of chnnges which allow decisions to be studied more

broadly, a ed those m st effected by the decisions to make formal r commenditions,

Leadership is demonstrating its trust or subordinates by referring to them mnny

matters which were previously decided at top levels with little subordinate

involvement.

Control over subordinates Ns been loosened, from a review process which vats

not subjett to scrutiny, to one which is constructed end applied by a Ineully

committee. Superordinnte goals are set by the Board of Trustees, with verious

subgroups at different levels responsible for generating mind evalent leg their own

Pais. Facility arid administrators have more involvement in the decision

process t hrough n changed structure of eisioittee wig students hnve mare input into

decisions concerning their welfare, programs of study, end self-m-111,111ton.

17

The intent of these ehn ngcs Is to enhance minim kn. in An orgonita tim

where monetary revairds are either absent or highly eoestra Ind by seniority, the

sense or member involvement becomes even more critical than in a for-prorit

orgo niza lion, It is believed that the connect km between loodership iv other

outcome variables Is even iaore lurked then it rn,ght be in for.prord org nizitioro

(Slailh, Carson, a= ilicunder, MA. This heIng the eaSti, it is incumbent on ihe

manngement ot St. Tobias to continue the trans;I Ion from System 2 to 1, and to

revel to recommendations responsibly.

The findings with regnrd to communication are riot consistent with other

categories, nor would they mifilie piittetriS typically fonnd using Likert's scale in

seceder orgcnivitions, The usunl direction or information nt the secnary

pmst woo Muth More "down and up" nod "accurate thin one wmid expect in a Sysloli

2 email wit ton, presumnbly, membership IF, co: mon rell ions order, idonq

common residence, accounted for eonsidernble exchithge of inrormntion, and thnt

before the integration of lay students superiors did understand problems or

suburdilmt es,

Cdng beyond t he direction and neeuracy or Infremitbori, howkwur, it appears

that downward communication often Ms NeCepted wiitu suspieiomndtiiniditiiIinot

information was ussecluted with lower levels of member motivation, This suguests

thnt the amount of communication, by itself, cannot erentc the sense or involvement,

commitment and motivation which lenders desire. In I he current sit ont ms, there

is less information nnd probably less accurnte information, enelloged mmmnummg

subgroups In the nrge mit Ion, due to its Increased diversity, This organimlion''o

profile shows devintions from the System 2 to 3 profiles fin three items related

in



to elan unication, reminding communication scholars of the importanee of other

variables on such "givens" 415 communication flow and nccuracy,

COnn Minn

1 he applied ion of high involvement assumptions to a iheologiCal organition

reveal many similarit les to secular institutions. Sashkin (1955) contingencies

'Wear 10 predispose this orgaithal ion for success with participative managemenb

first, lay students and (Realty lntroduce expectations for involvement; seeond,

students, faculty and administrators are clearly Interdependent; and, third,

changes in the environment, e.g., Vaticnn II, mandate member Involvement.

Richardson's (1985) concerns also should be satisfied, in that lop mom' lent is

cormnitled, and has attempted to Introduce change gradually.

1, ikerl's ideal organization will continue to evolve ides System 4 model where

subordinat es are mot ivated solely by rewords and involvement, eunliinniention moves

up, down and sideways, and decisions are made throughout the organization, hut in

an ktegraled fashion. It Is not likely that St. Tobias either will or should

ospire to System 4. Cm:Pained by the Vatican, clearly n less participutory

organization, the seminary will have boundaries on extending Involvement

further. Mreody, a group of evaluators commissioned by the Vatican are working

on recommendations (or American seminaries which are supposed to be more

conservative than policies currently in effect.

LimitationS on the success of increased participation not only come from the

gpsreAt corporation," Hs they do In many fields, but from both "the new player

and the new demands." The diversified community brings expectationsabout a more

democratic approach to decision making, but it also brings the added challenge of

In

building teamwork ,anong those whose contrasting life experiences and Niles ill

nrePare them for smooth cooperation. In secular orgunivitioasi there ort

expected tensions oround organizational roles bounmifrelure versus nirkeling, linr

versus staff, etc.). At the semloory, role differeotes are compounded by

attitudes towerd Church dogma and Protestant denominations. As in secular

organizations, the balloolization of these %winos subgroups is nic of the

greatest challenges to institutional health. Inerming the flow of accurate

information iniong these fraturing subgrons is a straegy which is sorigested buy

Likert's profile. 11 is in the urea of intergroup communication that participatory

management his the greatest room for Improvement, 1 he tfrotest hope for the Num

20
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